Introducing SciVal Funding: The Most Comprehensive Funding Intelligence Solution

- Get pre-award funding intelligence on grant opportunities
- Identify opportunities that are most relevant to you
- Get alerts on new programs
- Review historical award data to spot trends, as well as identify potential collaborators or competitors

SciVal Funding delivers...

- Daily updated funding opportunities from over 4,000 public and private funding sources
- Over 400,000 awarded grant records
- Advanced search functionality
- Limited submission detection
- Over 5 million pre-populated researcher profiles, powered by Scopus™ – the largest abstract and citation database, containing over 18,000 peer-reviewed journals
- Alerts, RSS email and export functionality
- IP-wide access and remote login capability

Take every opportunity to get your research funded... or just the relevant ones!

Find opportunities
Search for current funding opportunities.
E.g. "stem cell" or cancer
Search for opportunities

Search for Funding Opportunities
Find current opportunities by keyword.

Find awarded grants
Search for previously awarded grants.
E.g. "energy" and "smith, john"
Search for awards

Search for Awarded Grants
Find previously awarded grants and learn about their history.

Personal recommendations
These opportunities were selected for you based on your personal profile.
- Antarctic Research
- Dimensions of Biodiversity
- Screening and Brief Alcohol Interventions in Underage and Young Adul...
- Research Interests of the US Air Force Academy
- Genetic Screens to Enhance Zebrafish Research

5 of 08 recommendations. See all

Personalized Recommendations
View recommended opportunities based on pre-populated research profiles.
The Funding Challenge

As competition for funding increases and research becomes more interdisciplinary and collaborative, it is essential for researchers and research administrators to have access to reliable opportunity, award, and publication data.

The Solution: SciVal Funding

The ideal web-based funding intelligence solution would address the following:

- Which funding opportunities are most relevant to me?
- How do I determine whether an opportunity is worth pursuing?
- How do I stay up-to-date regarding new and emerging funding opportunities?
- Who are the important researchers in a given field?
- What research projects were awarded in the past?
- What publications are related to those awards?

Find the right funding opportunities

- Easy one-stop access to funding opportunities
- Search and browse comprehensive, accurate and current funding opportunity content

Analyze the funding environment

- Access award data for funding performance measurement, evaluation and strategic planning
- Learn what publications are linked to certain funding programs

Maximize award chances

- Receive targeted funding opportunity recommendations and alerts based on pre-populated research profiles
- Tailor a proposal based on award data and resulting research information

Only one in five proposals are accepted in the U.S. and this ratio is even lower for junior researchers. This emphasizes the need to choose wisely based on limited time and resources.